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In addition to members causing milder human infections, the Coro-
naviridae family includes potentially lethal zoonotic agents caus-
ing severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) and the recently
emerged Middle East respiratory syndrome. The ∼30-kb positive-
stranded RNA genome of coronaviruses encodes a replication/
transcription machinery that is unusually complex and composed
of 16 nonstructural proteins (nsps). SARS-CoV nsp12, the canonical
RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp), exhibits poorly proces-
sive RNA synthesis in vitro, at odds with the efficient replication
of a very large RNA genome in vivo. Here, we report that SARS-
CoV nsp7 and nsp8 activate and confer processivity to the RNA-
synthesizing activity of nsp12. Using biochemical assays and re-
verse genetics, the importance of conserved nsp7 and nsp8 resi-
dues was probed. Whereas several nsp7 mutations affected virus
replication to a limited extent, the replacement of two nsp8 resi-
dues (P183 and R190) essential for interaction with nsp12 and
a third (K58) critical for the interaction of the polymerase complex
with RNAwere all lethal to the virus. Without a loss of processivity,
the nsp7/nsp8/nsp12 complex can associate with nsp14, a bifunc-
tional enzyme bearing 3′-5′ exoribonuclease and RNA cap N7-gua-
nine methyltransferase activities involved in replication fidelity
and 5′-RNA capping, respectively. The identification of this tripar-
tite polymerase complex that in turn associates with the nsp14
proofreading enzyme sheds light on how coronaviruses assemble
an RNA-synthesizing machinery to replicate the largest known
RNA genomes. This protein complex is a fascinating example of
the functional integration of RNA polymerase, capping, and proof-
reading activities.
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A virus-encoded RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp)
is the central enzyme in the replicative cycle of RNA viruses

(1). In the case of mammalian positive-strand RNA (+RNA)
viruses, the enzyme is generated by the translation of the in-
coming viral genome, which yields a polyprotein precursor from
which the RdRp-containing subunit is released by proteolytic
cleavage. Subsequently, the RdRp is integrated into a membrane-
associated viral enzyme complex that drives the production of neg-
ative-strand RNA (−RNA), new genome molecules, and in many
virus groups also subgenomic (sg) messenger RNAs (mRNAs)
(2–4). Compared with the replication of either viral or cellular
DNA sequences, RNA virus genomes are copied with relatively low
fidelity, because the products of replication are believed to be nei-
ther proofread nor edited (5). This property is a major factor in the
evolution, adaptation, and epidemiology of RNA viruses.
Among +RNA viruses, coronaviruses (CoVs) (orderNidovirales)

stand out for having the largest single-stranded RNA genomes
known to date (6, 7). Research into the molecular and structural
biology of CoVs was boosted significantly by the emergence, in
2003, of a previously undiscovered CoV that caused the severe
acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) epidemic (6). Whereas estab-
lished human CoVs are commonly associated with mild upper

respiratory tract infections, SARS-CoV caused a severe form of
pneumonia with a case fatality rate of about 10%. Two years after
the outbreak, bats were identified as the likely reservoir from
which SARS-CoV had jumped to humans, probably using other
animals as intermediate hosts (8, 9). Since April 2012, history
seems to repeat itself with the emergence of another zoonotic
CoV, Middle East respiratory syndrome coronavirus (MERS-
CoV) (10, 11), which has thus far infected over 800 people with
a case fatality rate of about 35%.MERS-CoV ismost closely related
to several bat CoVs (12) and to a newly discovered coronavirus
(EriCoV) found in hedgehogs (13). This new episode emphasizes
the ability of CoVs to cross species barriers and threaten public
health worldwide.
The CoV RNA genome can be up to 32 kb long (14), carries

a 5′-terminal cap structure, and is polyadenylated at its 3′ end
(15). The genome is polycistronic with the 5′-proximal two-thirds
being occupied by two large overlapping open reading frames
(ORFs) (ORFs 1a and 1b) (16). These are translated to yield
replicase polyproteins pp1a and pp1ab, with synthesis of the
latter requiring −1 ribosomal frameshifting near the 3′ end of
ORF1a. Subsequently, the two polyproteins are cleaved by two
or three ORF1a-encoded proteases to release a total of 16
nonstructural proteins (nsp1 to nsp16). Next, these nsps assem-
ble into a replication and transcription complex (RTC) that is
associated with modified intracellular membranes (17) and
directs a complex mechanism of viral RNA synthesis. This not
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only entails the synthesis of new genomes from a full-length
negative-stranded template, but also a process of discontinuous
RNA synthesis to produce subgenome-length negative-stranded
RNAs (18, 19). The latter serve as template to produce a nested
set of sg mRNAs required to express the viral structural and
accessory proteins from genes not accessible to ribosomes trans-
lating the viral genome RNA.
The CoV replicase harbors a wide variety of enzymatic activ-

ities (7, 16, 20). Several nsps have already been characterized as
multifunctional subunits.Whereas theRdRp and helicase enzymes
form theC-terminal domains of nsp12 and nsp13, respectively, and
are typically found in +RNA viruses (21, 22), less common or even
unique RNA-processing activities are associated with other nsps.
For example, the N-terminal domain of the bifunctional nsp14
includes a 3′ to 5′ exoribonuclease (ExoN) (23) that has been im-
plicated in a unique but poorly characterized form of RNA viral
proofreading (24–26) and nsp15 carries an endoribonuclease ac-
tivity (NendoU) of unknown function (27, 28). In addition, SARS-
CoV nsp8 was cocrystallized with another viral protein [nsp7 (29)]
as a unique hexadecameric ring structure, which was reported to
exhibit a “noncanonical,” de novo-initiatingRdRp activity (30–32).
Moreover, evidence from genetics studies previously implicated
nsp8 in a specific interaction with RNA structures near the 3′ end
of the CoV genome (33). The nsp7/nsp8 protein complex was
therefore proposed to act as a cofactor for the canonical nsp12
RdRp. Indeed, bioinformatics analyses of the nsp12RdRp domain
identified the so-called “Gmotif,”which has been implicated in the
recognition of the primers predicted to be required for the initia-
tion of RNA synthesis by nsp12 (34).
Insights into how the RTC is assembled and operates are

critical for the advancement of our basic understanding of CoV
replication and for the development of efficient means to con-
trol CoV infections. Over the past 10 years, the SARS-CoV RTC
has been studied by using different approaches including bio-
informatics, (reverse) genetics, as well as biochemical and struc-
tural characterization of recombinant nsps. Clearly, there must be
a network of interacting replication proteins that controls theCoV
replication cycle. During the past years, we and others have elu-
cidated how the in vitro activity of various CoV enzymes can be
modulated by interactions with other viral nsps (24, 35). More-
over, the SARS-CoV RTC was partially purified from infected
cells and shown to produce the full spectrum of viral mRNAs (36).
Exogenous RNA templates are, however, not replicated by this
large membrane-bound complex, whose subunit composition was
not fully resolved.
Several attempts have been made to characterize nsp12 RdRp

activity in vitro. A weak polymerase activity was described for
recombinant SARS-CoV nsp12 expressed in fusion with a GST-
tag. The uncharacterized N-terminal domain of nsp12 was con-
cluded to be required for activity (37). Further enzymatic studies
showed that a full-length, C-terminally His6-tagged nsp12 could
initiate homopolymeric RNA synthesis in a primer-dependent
manner (21). However, the polymerase activity described in these
studies appeared generally weak and nonprocessive. The proc-
essivity of RNA synthesis, defined as the number of nucleotides
polymerized during a single encounter of the RNA polymerase
with its template, bears important biological significance: a highly
processive RNA polymerase may synthesize a full-length copy of
a viral RNA genome without falling off the template.
Here, we report that the processivity of the SARS-CoV nsp12

polymerase in primer extension mode can be dramatically in-
creased upon formation of a complex with nsp7 and nsp8. Thus,
this tripartite complex forms—uniquely among RNA viruses—
a holoenzyme, which is also capable of initiating RNA synthesis
de novo, i.e., in the absence of an exogenous RNA primer. We
further established that nsp14, which harbors a N7-guanine cap
methyltransferase activity (38) downstream of the ExoN domain
(23), can join the nsp7/nsp8/nsp12 complex, without significantly
affecting either its polymerase activity or its processivity. The
formation of this multifunctional nsp7/nsp8/nsp12/nsp14 com-
plex demonstrates the physical association of subunits possessing

RNA polymerization, proofreading, and capping activities needed
to replicate the unusually long CoV RNA genome.

Results
Nsp7 and Nsp8 Cooperate in Activating the Primer-Dependent Activity
of the Nsp12 RdRp.The nsp12 subunit is the essential RdRp of the
coronavirus replicative machinery. Purified recombinant nsp12 is
able to extend a homopolymeric primer-template substrate by
a few dozen nucleotides in vitro, but in a nonprocessive (dis-
tributive) manner (21). Moreover, nsp12 was previously reported
to interact with nsp8 in GST pull-down experiments (39), which
displayed a primase-like RdRp activity (30–32). Because one of
the two described structures of the nsp7/nsp8 complex resembles
that of DNA processivity factors such as proliferating cell nu-
clear antigen (PCNA), it was hypothesized also that nsp7/nsp8
may modulate nsp12 RdRp activity (29, 40).
Recombinant SARS-CoV proteins carrying affinity tags were

expressed in Escherichia coli using a T7 RNA polymerase-free
system and were purified by affinity chromatography (Fig. S1A).
Pull-down experiments confirmed the interaction between nsp12
and nsp8 (Fig. S1B), of which the latter in turn interacts with nsp7
(Fig. S1C), suggesting that a tripartite complex may be formed.
However, such a direct interaction between these three proteins
remained undetected (Fig. S1D).
Nsp12 alone was unable to extend the primer strand of a het-

eropolymeric primer/template (P/T), of which the template
mimicked the 3′-terminal 40 nt of the SARS-CoV genome [ex-
cluding the poly(A) tail], hereafter called LS2/LS1 (Fig. 1 A and B).
In the same manner, nsp8 alone was inactive on the LS2/LS1
RNA primer/template, as previously described (30). Pairwise
combinations of nsp7, nsp8, and nsp12 displayed no significant
polymerase activity either (Fig. 1B). However, RNA synthesis
activity was foundwhen nsp7, nsp8, and nsp12were simultaneously
present in the reaction mixture (Fig. 1B). To evaluate the require-
ments for RdRp activity in more detail, we preincubated all pos-
sible pairwise combinations of nsp7, nsp8, and nsp12 for various
periods of time, before adding the third protein and assaying RNA
synthesis. The highest RdRp activity was obtained upon addition
of an equimolar amount of nsp12 to a preincubated 1:1 mixture of
nsp7 and nsp8, suggesting that the level of association of nsp7 and
nsp8 may constitute a limiting factor for obtaining a high RNA
polymerase activity.
To overcome this limitation, we designed a set of gene con-

structs to express fusion proteins in which nsp7 was either directly
fused to nsp8 (imitating the uncleaved nsp7–nsp8, designated 7–8)
or through a peptide linker of different lengths (7L8). Upon
coexpression with nsp12 in E. coli, all five engineered fusion pro-
teins bound to and copurified with nsp12 (Fig. S2A). Interestingly,
the protein complex consisting of nsp12 and a fusion protein, in
which the nsp7 C terminus is linked to the nsp8 N terminus by an
engineered peptide of 6 (or 12) amino acids residues, is able to
efficiently polymerize RNA (Fig. S2B). In contrast, when nsp12 is
complexed with an uncleaved nsp7–nsp8 polyprotein (either 7–8/
12 or 7–8HC/12), these protein complexes fail to show polymerase
activity (Fig. S2B). Combined, these results indicate that inserting
a linker between nsp7 and nsp8 may be sufficient to imitate the
effect of the nsp7–nsp8 cleavage and associated structural rear-
rangements on the functioning of nsp7 and nsp8 in the activation of
nsp12 RNA polymerase activity. These data are also in agreement
with those of Deming et al. (41), who showed that murine hepatitis
virus could not be recoveredwhen the cleavage between nsp7–nsp8
was prevented. Being themost efficient in terms of its RNA primer
conversion rate, the 7L8/12 complex, with the linker L consisting of
six histidines, was selected for further experiments. This affinity-
purified complex (Fig. 1C) is at least threefold more active than
a preincubated mixture of the three separately purified subunits
(7+8+12; Fig. 1D), confirming that, in our experimental con-
ditions, the nsp7/nsp8 association is a limiting factor to obtain
a highly active RNA polymerase complex. The C terminus of nsp7
and the N terminus of nsp8 are far apart in the published SARS-
CoV nsp7–nsp8 structure, indicating that the 7L8 fusion protein is
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highly unlikely to assemble into a similar hexadecameric structure,
due to topological constraints. Another assembly type than the
SARS-CoV hexadecamer was reported for feline coronavirus, in
which the nsp7/nsp8 complex forms a heterotrimer (32), clearly
pointing to the plasticity of this CoV protein complex that could be
relevant for 7L8.
To investigate whether the observed primer extension was

indeed catalyzed by the nsp12-RdRp domain, we mutated the
conserved motif C of the RdRp (SDD to SAD, or D760A). This
nsp12 (D760A) mutant is still able to bind to 7L8 (Fig. 1C) but is
incapable of RNA synthesis in the presence of either separately
purified nsp7 and nsp8 or copurified 7L8 (Fig. 1D).

The 7L8/12 Polymerase Complex Catalyzes de Novo RNA Synthesis.
An assay to investigate de novo initiation of RNA synthesis by
7L8/12 was designed using a 339-nt-long heteropolymeric RNA
template, corresponding to the 3′-nontranslated region (3′-NTR)
of the SARS-CoV genome (named 3R). The protein complex
and template 3R were used for a time course experiment in the
presence of [α-32P]ATP and reaction products were analyzed
using denaturing agarose gel electrophoresis and autoradiography.

Two radiolabeled products are detected (Fig. 2), one with a
length similar to that of the RNA template and the other ap-
proximately twice as long. The size of the shorter product sug-
gests it to correspond to the complementary strand of 3R, implying
that de novo initiation of RNA synthesis has occurred. The longer
product is interpreted as the result of “backpriming,” i.e., the for-
mation of a hairpin structure at the 3′ end of the template, which
can serve as primer to be extended into a product of about twice the
template length (42, 43). Noteworthy, no de novo polymerase ac-
tivity is detected using a mixture of the three proteins purified in-
dependently from E. coli. Previously, nsp8 was proposed to be an
RNA primase, possibly mediating the synthesis of small primers
(30–32) that could be elongated by nsp12. To revisit this hypothesis,
weperformedde novoRNAsynthesis assays using template 3Rand
a protein complex consisting of 7L8 copurified with the active site
knockoutmutant of nsp12 (D760A).Under these conditions, nsp8-
mediated synthesis of short primers is not detected (Fig. S3).
To exclude that the products detected in the de novo assay

were due to 3′-terminal nucleotide transferase activity of 7L8/12,
the 3′ end of template 3R was blocked using periodate oxidation.
This chemical modification results in cleavage of the 2′C—3′C
bond in the ribose of the 3′-terminal nucleotide, thus preventing
any further nucleotide addition to the 3′ end of the RNA template.
When using this modified RNA template, the putative backpriming
product is no longer observed, whereas a full-length product com-
plementary to the template is still produced, albeit with lower ef-
ficiency (Fig. S4A, lane 1). This reduction in RNA synthesis likely
reflects reduced binding of the polymerase complex to the peri-
odate-treated 3′ end of the template, as previously described for
dengue virus RdRp (44).
To better mimic the in vivo context for de novo initiation, we

also tested a variant of the 3R template carrying a 3′-terminal
20-residue poly(A) tail (named 3RA). The efficiency of 7L8/12-
mediated RNA synthesis is unchanged on this template compared
with that of the template without poly(A) tail (Fig. S4B). Taken
together, these results show that the 7L8/12 polymerase complex
is capable of de novo initiation of RNA synthesis on a template
with the same sequence as the 3′-proximal domain of the viral
RNA genome, and of subsequent elongation of RNA products
to >300 nt.

The Nsp7/Nsp8 Complex Confers Processivity to Nsp12 RdRp. The
activation of nsp12 RdRp activity in the presence of nsp7 and
nsp8 suggests that the nsp7/nsp8 complex enhances processivity
of nsp12-mediated RNA synthesis. We next analyzed the proc-
essivity of 7L8/12 on the 3R template. To avoid recycling of the
polymerase once it had terminated a series of nucleotide addi-
tions, we made use of a 200-fold excess of an exogenous RNA

Fig. 1. SARS-CoV nsp12 polymerase activity is activated by nsp7 and nsp8.
(A) Sequence of the RNA primer/template used in this study; the 20-nt primer
LS2 was 5′-radiolabeled (marked by *) and annealed to the 40-nt template LS1.
(B) Primer extension polymerase assays were performed using LS2*/LS1 as
substrate and different combinations of separately purified nsp12, nsp8, and
nsp7. RNA products were separated by denaturing gel electrophoresis (20%
polyacrylamide/7 M urea) and analyzed by autoradiography. The positions of
the primer (20-mer) and the full-length extension product (40-mer) are in-
dicated. (C) WT or mutant (D760A) nsp12 were coexpressed in E. coli with the
nsp7-L-nsp8 fusion protein (7L8). After purification of the 7L8/nsp12 complex
on a Strep-Tactin column, analysis by 12% SDS/PAGE and Coomassie blue
staining of the proteins constituting the complex (nsp12WT or D760Amutant)
was done. # indicates the position of E. coli protein contaminants (defined by
MALDI-TOF analysis). (D) Comparison of primer extension polymerase activities
ofWT andmutant (D760A) nsp12 in the presence of nsp7 and nsp8. Nsp7, nsp8,
and nsp12 were either purified and added separately (lanes labeled 7+8+12) or
copurified from E. coli as described above (lanes labeled 7L8/12). The reactions
were performed on RNA template LS2*/LS1 (see B). Primer conversion rates
(at 60 min): 40% for 7+8+12; 67% for 7L8/12; and 0% for 7+8+12(D760A) and
7L8/12(D760A).

Fig. 2. The 7L8/12 polymerase complex catalyzes de novo RNA synthesis.
De novo RNA polymerase assays were performed using 500 nM 7L8/12 with
500 nM RNA template (3R), representing the 3′-terminal 339 nt of the SARS-CoV
genome. Reaction products, collected at the indicated time points, were
analyzed by denaturing agarose gel electrophoresis and autoradiography.
Reaction products are identified on the Right of the gel, and radiolabeled
RNA size marker (M) is shown to the Left of the panel.
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substrate, the previously used LS2/LS1 primer/template (Fig. 1A)
that served as a “polymerase trap.” The latter was added either
at the same time as the 3R template, or after 7L8/12/3R template
complex formation had been allowed to occur (Fig. 3A, setups
#2 and #3, respectively). In the latter setup, exogenous LS2/LS1
should trap all free polymerase complexes as soon as they would
fall off the 3R template. Thus, this last condition would allow vi-
sualization of RNA products resulting from a single de novo (or
backpriming) initiation event. All polymerase assays were started
by the addition of theNTPmixture, including [α-32P]ATP (NTP*).
As a control (setup #1), a reaction was performed without the
LS2/LS1 trap. Fig. 3B (left lanes of the gel) shows that it yields
some smaller “abortive products,” presumably deriving from poly-
merase complexes falling off the 3R template, in addition to the
two expected full products resulting from de novo initiation and
backpriming. The products from abortive RNA synthesis are only
detected after longer incubation times (>5 min), in line with the
polymerase recycling hypothesis. When the 3R template and LS2/

LS1 trap were introduced simultaneously (setup #2), the synthesis
of long products derived from template 3R is barely detectable
(Fig. 3B, compare #1 and #2) indicating that LS2/LS1 out-
competes 3R. However, when the same excess of LS2/LS1 was
added after 7L8/12/3R complex formation had occurred (setup
#3), the two long products (from de novo and backpriming initi-
ation modes) are the only products>40 nt detected (Fig. 3B, setup
#3). The absence of any shorter product resulting from abortive
RNA synthesis shows that RNA synthesis proceeds with a very
low dissociation rate once a productive polymerase/3R complex
is formed.
To gain insight into the association kinetics of RNA template

and 7L8/12, we performed trapping experiments similarly to those
presented in Fig. 3. The obtained koff value (Fig. S5; 7.9·10

−3 s−1)
indeed reflects a very low dissociation rate. Together, these results
clearly demonstrate that the 7L8 cofactor activates and confers
processivity to the SARS-CoV nsp12 RdRp.

Nsp7 and Nsp8 Confer RNA Binding Capacity to Nsp12.How does the
nsp7/nsp8 complex stimulate nsp12 RdRp activity? We first
compared the RNA binding properties of nsp12, 7L8, and the
7L8/12 complex. Electrophoretic mobility shift assays (EMSAs)
indicate that nsp12 itself does not bind significantly to RNA
(LS2/LS1), that 7L8 interacts weakly with it, whereas 7L8/12
strongly binds to RNA (Fig. 4A). Moreover, the 7L8/12 RNA
binding affinity is higher in elongation than in initiation mode,
based on protein complex quantities used to observe an RNA
shift (Fig. 4A). Altogether, these data suggest that 7L8 mediates
affinity of the complex for RNA.
Next, we sought to identify nsp7 and nsp8 residues that may

confer RNA template-binding ability to the nsp7/nsp8/nsp12
complex. Based on sequence conservation across Coronaviridae,
their exposure on the surface of the published nsp7/nsp8 crystal
structures (29, 32), and amino acid properties, 5 nsp7 residues
and 16 nsp8 residues were selected for substitution with alanine
(Fig. S6). Primer extension assays were first performed using the
five nsp7 mutants in combination with separately purified WT
nsp8 and WT nsp12. Nsp7 residues K7 and N37 are found to be
essential for RdRp activity, whereas replacement of H36 confers
a moderate decrease in primer-dependent polymerase activity
(38% residual activity; Table 1). Next, to address the impact on
de novo polymerase activity, 7L8 proteins carrying these three
mutations were expressed in E. coli and copurified with nsp12.
Complexes containing the nsp7 H36A and N37A mutants show
strongly reduced de novo polymerase activity (less than 7% of
the WT control), whereas the complex containing K7A exhibits
33% of the activity of the WT control. Then, EMSAs were per-
formedwith complexes containing these same nsp7mutants (K7A,
H36A, and N37A). Replacement of each of these nsp7 residues
severely reduces the RNA binding capacity of the nsp7/nsp8/nsp12
complex during elongation, indicating that nsp7 plays a crucial role
in RNA binding (Fig. 4B and Table 1).
The same approach was used to analyze mutants in which one

of 16 conserved nsp8 residues had been mutated. Polymerase
activities of these nsp8 mutants were assayed either in the con-
text of separately purified (nsp7 plus nsp8 plus nsp12) for primer
extension assays or as part of the copurified 7L8/12 polymerase
complex for de novo polymerase assays. Of note, primer exten-
sion activities of nsp8 WT and a set of nsp8 mutants were also
assayed both in the context of separately purified nsp7, nsp8, and
nsp12 and in the copurified 7L8/12 polymerase complex. Com-
parable relative values of primer extension activities are ob-
served in both setups, supporting the biological relevance of data
obtained with the 7L8 fusion protein (Table S1). Five nsp8
mutations (K58A, D99A, P116A, P183A, and R190A) are asso-
ciated with a strong decrease of both primer-dependent and de
novo polymerase activities (Table 2). The 7L8/12 complex con-
taining the nsp8 K58A mutant shows strongly reduced RNA
binding (Fig. 4B), consistent with the observed loss of polymerase
activity, but without providing an explanation for the difference
in activity observed between primer extension and de novo

Fig. 3. The 7L8/12 polymerase complex processively replicates the 3R RNA
template. (A) Schematic representation of the three experimental setups used,
all including 500 nM of 7L8/12 polymerase complex and 100 nM of the 339-nt
template 3R; the LS2/LS1 template (Fig. 1A) was used as a trap at 20 μM. NTPs*
represents a mix of the four NTPs (500 μM GTP, UTP, CTP, and 50 μM ATP) and
0.17 μM [α-32P]ATP (0.5 μCi/μL). Nucleotide incorporation was followed in time
as indicated in the three flow charts. (B) Reactions were started by the addi-
tion of NTPs*. RNA products were separated by denaturing acrylamide/urea
gels and visualized by autoradiography. RNA products and residual radio-
labeled ATP* are indicated on the Right of the autoradiograph.
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initiation assays (70% versus 99% loss of activity, respectively;
Table 2).
In conclusion, our study identifies three nsp7 residues (K7,H36,

and N37) and one nsp8 residue (K58) that appear to be important
for the interaction of the polymerase complex withRNA, thus also
providing the first evidence (to our knowledge) for a role of nsp7
in CoV RNA synthesis.

The Nsp8/Nsp12 Interaction Is Critical for SARS-CoV RdRp Activity.
To further unravel the involvement of nsp8 residues in nsp12
RdRp stimulation, we characterized the four other nsp8 mutants
exhibiting a decrease in both primer extension and de novo poly-
merase activities (D99A, P116A, P183A, R190A; Table 2). These
mutants, in the context of 7L8, were analyzed for their ability
to interact with nsp12 in a protein–protein interaction study also
including the D50A, K82A, and S85A nsp8 mutants (displaying
unchanged primer-dependent polymerase activities) and nsp8
mutant K58A, which was associated with a critical decrease of
the interaction between polymerase complex and RNA. Using
the E. coli coexpression system, WT or mutant 7L8 proteins were
copurified with nsp12. Proteins were separated by SDS/PAGE,
and peaks corresponding to nsp12 and 7L8 were quantified.
Table 2 presents the level of copurification between nsp12 and 7L8
(mutants) relative to 7L8(WT), which was taken to define 100% of
nsp12/nsp8 protein interaction. Nsp8 mutants D99A, P116A,
P183A, and R190A lose their ability to interact with nsp12, likely
explaining the lack of polymerase activity, whereas the interaction
between nsp12 and nsp8 D50A, K58A, K82A, and S85A mutants
is unaffected (Table 2).
Our study thus identifies four nsp8 residues (D99, P116, P183,

and R190) that are critical for the interaction of nsp8 with nsp12
in vitro, and thereby essential for processive RNA polymeriza-
tion to occur.

Reverse Genetics Confirms the Critical Role of Nsp7 and Nsp8 in SARS-
CoV Replication.The importance of the coronavirus nsp7 and nsp8
subunits for virus replication in vivo has barely been addressed
thus far. Based on our in vitro studies, mutations of nsp7 and nsp8
residues that are important for polymerase activity (i.e., nsp7 K7,
H36, and N37; nsp8 K58, D99, P116, P183, and R190; Tables 1
and 2) were reverse-engineered into the SARS-CoV genome us-
ing a BAC-based full-length cDNA clone (45). Also, nsp8 residues
S11 (with constrained Ser/Thr variability in coronaviruses) and
N43, one of the few invariant nsp8 residues among CoVs (Fig.
S6), were targeted in this reverse-genetics study, as well as three
residues previously identified as important for in vitro nsp8
function (i.e., D52, K82, and S85) (30, 31), which have pheno-
types comparable to that of the WT control in our biochemical
studies (Table 2).
Mutant viruses were launched by electroporation of in vitro-

generated RNA transcripts into BHK-Tet-SARS-N cells, which
express the viral nucleocapsid (N) protein (46). These cells can
be transfected efficiently and release progeny virus, but do not
support further viral spread because they lack the ACE2 recep-
tor used by SARS-CoV. For this reason, transfected cells were
mixed with (susceptible) Vero-E6 cells and the replication of
mutant viruses was characterized at different time points using

Fig. 4. Nsp7 and nsp8 confer RNA-binding capacity to the nsp12 RdRp.
EMSAs were performed with 100 nM radiolabeled RNA template (LS2*/
LS1) and increasing concentrations of the indicated proteins. With the
exception of 7L8/12 in initiation mode, all of the other reactions were
done with NTPs (500 μM CTP, UTP, GTP and 50 μM 3′-dATP) to facilitate
formation of a stalled RNA/enzyme complex, and with 3′-dATP preventing
synthesis of full-length RNA product. Reactions were incubated for 60 min
at 30 °C and products were analyzed by native 6% PAGE. (A) No protein
(np) control and increasing concentrations of nsp12, 7L8, and 7L8/12, as
indicated above each panels. (B) No protein (np) control and increasing
concentrations (0.5, 0.75, and 1 μM) of 7L8/12 polymerase complexes con-
taining different nsp7 and nsp8 mutants, as indicated above each panel.
7L8/12 in elongation mode gave 42.5% ± 7.5% of shifted probe; 7L8, 9.0% ±
3.5%; 7L8(K58A)/12, 10.0% ± 6.5%, whereas nsp12 alone and the other
mutants presented here did not show any ability to bind the probe (0%).
These values are averages from quantification of three independent
experiments.

Table 1. Biochemical properties of SARS-CoV nsp7 mutants

Summary of quantification for nsp7 mutants in primer extension and de novo polymerase activities, as well as
RNA binding. Quantifications of polymerization activities were done after 60 min of incubation and by using
Image Gauge software. ND, not determined. WT absolute values corresponding to 100% activity are as follows:
42% ± 4% of primer conversion (at 60 min) for primer-dependent experiments; 42.5% ± 7.2% of shifted probe
for EMSAs. For the de novo assays, polymerase activities of the different mutants were always analyzed on
denaturating gel in parallel with the WT polymerase protein complex, whose band intensities were set at 100%.
SDs are calculated from three independent experiments.
*Nsp7 WT plus nsp8 WT plus nsp12 WT primer extension activity was set at 100%.
†7L8/12 WT complex for de novo polymerase activity was set at 100%.
‡RNA binding of 7L8/12 WT complex was set at 100%. Mutants highlighted in dark gray indicate important
residues for in vitro polymerase activities.
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immunofluorescence microscopy and progeny virus titration (plaque
assays). Each mutant was tested twice, by transfection of RNA
derived from two independently generated cDNA clones. For
mutants producing infectious progeny, the 42-h posttransfection
(p.t.) harvest was used to infect fresh VeroE6, from which RNA
was isolated to amplify the nsp7-, nsp8-, and nsp12-coding regions
by RT-PCR. This material was used to confirm the presence of
the engineered mutation(s) and investigate the presence of pos-
sible second-site reversions. The properties of the various mutants
are summarized in Table S2.
Substitution of the invariant nsp7 residues H36 and N37 by

alanine supports the importance of nsp7 for virus replication in
vivo. Although both mutants were viable, their replication was
impaired compared with that of the WT virus as was initially ev-
ident from their reduced plaque size (Fig. 5). Similar observations
were made for mutant nsp7 K7A. The phenotype of these three
nsp7 mutants was further compared by determining their growth-
curves, for which fresh Vero-E6 cells were infected [multiplicity
of infection (M.O.I.) of 5] with supernatant harvested at 42 h p.t.
from cells transfected with mutant RNA (Fig. 5). This more de-
tailed comparison confirms that all three nsp7 mutants are (about
equally) crippled compared with the WT control, reaching final
progeny titers [24 h postinfection (p.i.)] that are about 0.5–1 log
reduced (Fig. 5).
The 10 nsp8 mutants tested displayed a variety of phenotypes

(Table S2), ranging from nonviable (K58A, P183A, and R190A),
via crippled (D52A, K82A, D99A, and P116A), to quite similar
to the WT control (S11A, N43A, and S85A). For the mutants in
the first and third groups, the in vivo phenotypes are in general
agreement with the results from the biochemical assays (Table 2).
This is less clearcut for the second group, which for example
contains nsp8 mutants (D99A, P116A) with major defects in the
biochemical assays but a viable, although crippled in vivo pheno-
type, as reflected in their reduced plaque size and somewhat lower
progeny titers (Fig. 5). Conversely, twomutants (D52A, K82A) not
showing major defects in biochemical assays were impaired when

tested by reverse genetics. Mutant D52A displayed a reduced pla-
que size, although its growth kinetics was quite similar to what was
found for the WT virus (Fig. 5). For K82A, no evidence of repli-
cation was observed at the earliest time point after transfection
analyzed (18 h p.t.; Table S2), but this changed later on. This
transition coincided with the discovery of second-site mutations,
specifically a D78N substitution in one experiment and a mix of
E77T and D78N in the second experiment. The results obtained
for these two mutants once again highlight how the use of diverse
assays to analyze the effect of mutations in viral proteins is a critical
part of their functional characterization. Interestingly, with regard
to the only three invariant residues identified upon the comparative
analysis of CoV nsp8 sequences (N43, K58, and P183; Fig. S6),
replacements of K58 and P183 impair polymerase activity and
resulted in a nonviable phenotype in reverse genetics, whereas
mutant N43A surprisingly displayed aWT-like phenotype both in
vitro and in vivo.
Although the lethal effect of an nsp8 full-length deletion pre-

viously suggested the overall importance of nsp8 (41), this study is
the first (to our knowledge) to establish the direct functional im-
portance of specific nsp8 residues (K58, P183, and R190) for
virus replication.

The Nsp7/Nsp8/Nsp12 Polymerase Complex Is Able to Associate with
an Active Bifunctional Nsp14. In agreement with the proposed role
of the nsp14 ExoN domain in coronavirus proofreading during
replication (24, 25, 47), the nsp14 replicase subunit binds to
nsp12 (Fig. S1B and ref. 39). We therefore addressed the ques-
tion whether nsp14 is still able to bind to nsp12 in the context of
the 7L8/12 complex and if such an interaction could potentially
affect any of the three-enzymatic activities (RdRp, 3′-5′ ExoN,
and N7-MTase).
Pull-down experiments were performed as described in the

legend of Fig. S1. Interaction of 7L8, nsp12, and nsp14 is readily
detected (Fig. 6A), and the protein complex (hereafter 7L8/12/14)
can be purified (Fig. S7). The polymerase activities of the

Table 2. Biochemical properties of SARS-CoV nsp8 mutants

Summary of quantification for nsp8 mutants in primer extension and de novo polymerase activities, as well as
in nsp8/nsp12 interaction assays. Quantifications of polymerization activities were done after 60 min of incuba-
tion and by using Image Gauge software. ND, not determined. WT absolute values corresponding to 100%
activity are as follows: 42% ± 4% of primer conversion (at 60 min) for primer-dependent experiments and
42% ± 8.2% of 7L8 band intensity (compared with nsp12 band intensity) for nsp8/nsp12 interaction assays.
For the de novo assays, polymerase activities of the different mutants were always analyzed on denaturating
gel in parallel with the WT polymerase protein complex, whose band intensities were set at 100%. SDs are
calculated from three independent experiments.
*Nsp7 WT plus nsp8 WT plus nsp12 WT primer extension activity was set at 100%.
†7L8/12 WT complex for de novo polymerase activity was set at 100%.
‡Level of copurification of 7L8(WT) relative to nsp12 was taken to represent 100% of nsp12/nsp8 protein in-
teraction. Mutants highlighted in dark gray indicate important residues for in vitro polymerase activities.
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7L8/12 and 7L8/12/14 complexes are comparable (Fig. 6B). In
these polymerase assays, RNA degradation is not detected in the
presence of nsp14, indicating that nsp14 ExoN activity is either
very weak due to the stimulating-factor absence (24) or sup-
pressed when the 7L8/12/14 complex is in “polymerizationmode.”
The 3′-5′ExoN activity of the 7L8/12/14 complex was then assayed
using the optimal experimental conditions previously described
for ExoN (24). Under these conditions, ExoN activity is barely
detected (Fig. 6C). When nsp10 is added to the 7L8/12/14 com-
plex, the RNA exonuclease activity is significantly enhanced (Fig.
6C), indicating that nsp10 is able to either enhance nsp14-ExoN
activity in situ as previously reported (24), or to partially displace
nsp14 from 7L8/12/14 and activate nsp14-ExoN activity sepa-
rately. Moreover, nsp14 N7-MTase activity is also found asso-
ciated with the 7L8/12/14 complex (Fig. 6D). We therefore
conclude that the nsp7/nsp8/nsp12/nsp14 complex represents
a unique coronavirus nsp assembly that incorporates RdRp,
exoribonuclease, and N7-MTase activities.

Discussion
In the infected cell, viral RNA replication is challenged at sev-
eral levels. RNA synthesis must be regulated to minimize expo-
sure to the host cell’s defense mechanisms. Moreover, compared
with DNA-based organisms, RNA viruses are generally believed
to replicate their genetic material with low accuracy, as they are
believed to lack proofreading and correctionmechanisms (48, 49).
Hence, RNA replication has evolved toward an equilibrium at
which a heterogeneous population of viral RNAs, commonly re-
ferred to as a quasispecies, is reproduced with high efficiency (50,
51). The viral RdRp, fine-tuned during evolution, is the central
enzyme in this process. It is thought to possess the optimum com-
bination of RNA synthesis efficiency and nucleotide incorporation
fidelity (52, 53). At the enzyme level, speed and accuracy can be
measured and evaluated using a number of parameters. Among
them, the processivity of the RNA polymerase, reflected in the

number of nucleotides polymerized during a single encounter
with its template, is considered critical for efficient virus repli-
cation (54–58).
Coronaviruses carryRNA genomes at least twice larger (∼30 kb)

than that of the majority of animal RNA viruses (∼3 to ∼15 kb).
Our present results suggest that to ensure processivity of their
nsp12-polymerase, coronaviruses have evolved a mechanism of
RNA synthesis that is unique among RNA viruses. Based on in
vitro assays, SARS-CoVnsp12RdRpwas previously reported to be
a nonprocessive primer-dependent RNA polymerase (21, 37). We
now demonstrate that the simultaneous addition of nsp7 and nsp8
activates and confers processivity to the nsp12 RdRp. By displaying
a very low dissociation rate from RNA, the nsp7/nsp8/nsp12 com-
plex can synthesize an RNA of, at least, 359 nt when synthesis is
started without a primer (de novo). Clearly, association with other
nsps may be required to copy the 30-kb full-length genome.
The three amino acids in nsp7 (K7, H36, and N37) that confer

RNA-binding properties to the polymerase complex (Fig. 4B)
are also important for virus replication in vivo (Fig. 5). Indeed, in

Fig. 5. Reverse-genetics analysis of the impact of selected SARS-CoV nsp7
and nsp8 mutations. Plaque phenotypes of viable but crippled mutants with
engineered nsp7 and nsp8 mutations are illustrated on the Left. Plaque assays
were performed with early progeny virus, harvested from cells at 18 h post
full-length RNA transfection (Materials and Methods). On the Right, growth
curves are shown for crippled nsp7 and nsp8 mutants and the WT parental
virus. For these experiments, mutant virus was harvested from transfected
cells at 42 h p.t. After titration of these virus stocks, fresh Vero-E6 cells were
infected (M.O.I., 5), and virus production at the given time points was mea-
sured by plaque assay. Graphs display mean titers and SDs derived from three
independent experiments. Nonviable mutants and mutants with a phenotype
similar to WT virus are listed at the Bottom.
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Fig. 6. The SARS-CoV 7L8/12/14 complex possesses RdRp, ExoN, and N7-
MTase activities. (A) Strep-tagged SARS-CoV nsp12 was bound to Strep-
Tactin beads and incubated with 7L8, nsp14, or both simultaneously. After
SDS/PAGE and Western blotting, his-tagged proteins (7L8 and nsp14) were
revealed using an anti-His5-HRP antibody. (B) Time course primer extension
polymerase assays were performed using either the 7L8/12 (500 nM) or the
7L8/12/14 (500 nM) complexes with LS2*/LS1 as primer*/template where LS2
was 5′-radiolabeled (marked by *). RNA products were separated in a de-
naturing polyacrylamide/urea gel and visualized by autoradiography. (C) Time
course exoribonuclease assays were performed using the 7L8/12/14 (500 nM)
complex in the absence or presence of 100 nM nsp10, and as control with 7L8/
12 (500 nM) plus nsp10 (100 nM). The RNA substrate was a 40-nt RNA (LS1)
annealed with 5′-radiolabeled LS3 primer carrying one noncomplementary
base at its 3′ end (LS3*) and named LS3*/LS1. Digestion products were sepa-
rated by denaturing polyacrylamide/urea gel electrophoresis and visualized by
autoradiography (Fuji). The “α” symbol indicates RNA cleavage products. (D)
AdoMet-dependent N7-MTase activity of the 7L8/12/14 complex. The different
purified proteins or protein complexes (nsp14, 300 nM; 7L8/12/14, 300 nM; and
7L8/12, 300 nM)were incubatedwith substrate GpppAC4 RNA oligonucleotide
in the presence of [3H]AdoMet. The methyl transfer to the capped RNA sub-
strate was determined by using a filter-binding assay (as described in ref. 73).
All experiments were done in triplicate (SDs are presented).
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reverse-genetics studies, these mutations delayed virus growth
compared with the WT control, although their impact is less se-
vere than one might have anticipated given their phenotype in the
in vitro assays. The lack of correlation for some mutants between
in vitro and in vivo studies suggests that the in vitro biochemical
assays reflect only a part of the complexity of coronavirus RNA
synthesis in vivo. It is conceivable that the effects of single-point
mutations on properties like RNA binding are more dramatic in
the context of the trimeric complex in vitro than in the context of a
16-nsp complex in vivo, where, e.g., the presence of other repli-
case subunits may provide some form of compensation. None-
theless, these data constitute the first evidence (to our knowledge)
for a role of nsp7 in coronavirus replication. Moreover, our bio-
chemical (Tables 1 and 2) and reverse-genetics (Fig. 5 and Table
S2) data strengthen the case for a role for nsp8 in viral RNA
synthesis, with three nsp8 residues (K58, P183, and R190) being
identified as critical for SARS-CoV genome replication. Our
biochemical assays further indicate that nsp8 residues P183 and
R190 are involved in nsp8/nsp12 interaction, whereas residue K58
modulates the interaction of the polymerase complex with RNA.
Nsp8 was previously suggested to be a second, noncanonical

coronavirus RdRp, which would be able to synthesize small
oligomers (<6 nt) alone (30) or in complex with nsp7 (31, 32). In
an effort to understand how de novo RNA synthesis is achieved
and possibly demonstrate the role of nsp8 as primase in this
complex, we tested nsp12 catalytic mutant in de novo assays, in
the presence of the nsp7/nsp8 complex. Full-length products
were absent as expected. However, we were also unable to detect
the nsp8-driven formation of short RNAs (Fig. S3), even in the
presence of Mn2+, an element described as essential for nsp8-
RdRp activity (30). One possible explanation of this discrepancy
may be that nsp8 in complex with nsp12 and nsp7 adopts a struc-
tural conformation that prevents the synthesis of short RNAs. The
ability of the nsp7/nsp8 complex to adapt different conformations
(refs. 29 and 32; see below) may reflect its involvement in distinct
functions, including primer synthesis. It is thus plausible that
a particular function of coronavirus nsp7 and nsp8 may in fact
be triggered by the nature of their partnership and/or quater-
nary structure.
Nsp7 and nsp8 are shown to interact with each other, and

nsp7/nsp8 complexes were crystallized and solved for different
coronaviruses. The presence of nsp7 seems to be required to
crystallize nsp8. The structure of the SARS-CoV nsp7/nsp8
complex (29) revealed a hexadecameric complex with a positively
charged central tunnel supposedly accommodating RNA. This
structure is reminiscent of processivity-promoting factors such
as, e.g., the eukaryotic PCNA sliding clamp (59–61), or the
β-subunit bound to E. coli DNA polymerase III (62). In contrast,
feline coronavirus nsp7 and nsp8 were shown to form a hetero-
trimer by association of two nsp7 molecules with one molecule of
nsp8 without the formation of a hollow structure (32). It is thus
likely that coronavirus nsp7 and nsp8 may in fact be endowed
with several functions triggered by the nature of their partnership
and/or quaternary structure. They would thus constitute addi-
tional examples of RNA virus proteins that have evolved a re-
markable plasticity to accommodate multiple functions. Another
recent example of this kind of functional flexibility is the Ebola
virus matrix protein VP40, which was shown to be subject to
structural rearrangements giving rise to at least three distinct
structures, each executing a distinct function during the viral
replication cycle (63).
Polymerase processivity factors have been identified for DNA

viruses such as the gp45 protein of bacteriophage T4 (64), the
UL42 protein of herpes simplex virus 1 (65, 66), or E. coli thi-
oredoxin for bacteriophage T7 (67, 68). To our knowledge, coro-
naviruses now are the first RNA viruses known to use an RdRp
processivity factor, to expedite replication of their ∼30-kb RNA
genome. Remarkably, the function of the coronavirus RNA poly-
merase processivity factor appears to be compatible with the ca-
pability of the nsp7/nsp8/nsp12 complex to associate with an active
nsp14-exonuclease that is able to remove terminal mismatches

from an RNA duplex (24). The nsp7/nsp8/nsp12 complex binds to
the bifunctional exoribonuclease/N7-guanine cap methyltransfer-
ase nsp14, with no apparent modulation of polymerase, ExoN,
or N7-MTase activities. The reconstitution of an nsp7/nsp8/nsp12/
nsp14 complex makes it now possible to dissect in vitro the coro-
navirus proofreading mechanism discovered through prior re-
search (25, 26, 47).
In any case, this complex provides a fascinating example of the

integration of RNA polymerization, proofreading, and cap-mod-
ifying activities into a multifunctional protein assembly. This
macromolecular assembly, possibly in combination with the heli-
case/RNA triphosphatase nsp13 and the 2′O-MTase nsp16 may
constitute the core of the coronavirus replication/transcription
machinery, which is able to engage in coordinated RNA synthesis
and processing activities.

Materials and Methods
Cloning, Expression, and Purification of SARS-CoV Proteins. All SARS-CoV
proteins used in this study were expressed in a bacteriophage T7 RNA
polymerase-free system, with the exception of nsp10 and nsp14. All plasmids
were expressed in E. coli C2523 cells (NE Biolabs), whereas E. coli C41 (DE3;
pLysS) (Novagen) was used for nsp10 and nsp14 expressions. SARS-CoV nsp7
fused to a C-terminal hexahistidine tag (named nsp7) was cloned into the
vector pASK3-Kana, a modified pASK3 vector (IBA) in which the ampicillin
resistance cassette is replaced by that for kanamycin. Nsp7 expression was
done overnight at 17 °C after induction with 200 μg/L anydrotetracyclin.
Protein purification was performed as described previously for nsp9 (69).
SARS-CoV nsp8 with a C-terminal hexahistidine tag (named nsp8) was pu-
rified as described previously (31). The fusion protein 7L8 was generated by
inserting a hexahistidine tag linker between nsp7- and nsp8-coding sequen-
ces. This gene was cloned into the pASK3-Kana backbone and protein puri-
fication was performed as described for nsp7. SARS-CoV nsp12 was expressed
from a synthetic gene optimized for expression in E. coli and equipped with
a C-terminal Strep-Tag, which was cloned into plasmid pJ404 (purchased from
DNA2.0). Nsp12 expressionwas induced by addition of 500 μM isopropyl β-D-1-
thiogalactopyranoside when the OD600nm value of the culture reached 0.5,
and was allowed to proceed for 16 h at 17 °C. Lysis buffer [50 mM Hepes
(pH 7.5); 150 mM KCl; 5 mMMgCl2; 5% (vol/vol) glycerol] supplemented with
10 μg/mL DNase I, 1 mM PMSF, and 0.25 mg/mL lysozyme were used to
resuspend pellets. A Strep-Tactin (IBA) purification step was performed and
nsp12 was recovered using lysis buffer supplemented with 2.5 mM D-des-
thiobiotin. A second chromatography step was then performed. The salt
concentration of nsp12 protein solutionwas lowered to 25mMKCl, andnsp12
was then incubated during 1 h with heparin beads and finally eluted with
a linear gradient of KCl (25–500 mM).

The 7L8/12 complex was obtained after cotransformation of plasmids
encoding 7L8 and nsp12, and was purified as described above for nsp12, with
an additional size exclusion chromatography step performed on a KW804
column (Shodex).

Site-directed mutagenesis to generate plasmids expressing mutant pro-
teins was performed using the QuikChange Site-Directed Mutagenesis Kit
(Stratagene) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. For relevant nsp7
(K7A, H36A, and N37A) and nsp8 (K58A, D99A, P116A, P183A, and R190A)
mutants as well as for nsp7 WT and nsp8 WT, correct folding was confirmed
by circular dichroism (CD) analysis. The CD spectra were recorded on a Jasco
810 dichrograph using 1-mm-thick quartz cells.

RNA Templates. Synthetic RNAs (LS1, LS2, and LS3) were purchased from
Biomers (HPLC grade). Templates 3RA and 3R RNA templates, corresponding
to the last 339 nt of the SARS-CoV (strain Frankfurt; GenBank accession no.
AY291315) genomic 3′-NTR with or without 20 adenines, respectively, were
produced using an in vitro T7 transcription kit, and purified as described by
the manufacturer (Ambion). RNA marker (Promega; catalog no. G3191) was
radiolabeled with the T4 polynucleotide kinase (PNK) (NEB) and [γ-32P]ATP.

Pull-Down, Western Blot, and Nsp8/Nsp12 Interaction Assays. Nsp12 was bound
to Strep-Tactin beads and incubated with 1 mg/mL BSA for 15 min at room
temperature. Then, the Strep-Tactin beads with or without bound nsp12
were incubated for 2 h in the presence of 15 μg of his-tagged partner protein
to be tested. Next, unbound proteins were extensively washed away with
washing buffer (50 mM Tris, pH 8; 150 mM NaCl; 0.05% Triton). The beads
were diluted in 2× SDS/PAGE loading buffer [100 mM Tris, pH 6.8; 200 mM
DTT; 4% (vol/vol) SDS; 0.2% bromophenol blue; 20% (vol/vol) glycerol] and
loaded on an SDS/PAGE gel. A Western blot was then performed using
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a single HRP-conjugate antibody (anti-His5 HRP conjugate; Qiagen), and
bands were visualized with a Kodak Image Station 400 MM Pro (CareStream
Health).

To study the interaction between nsp8 and nsp12, WT or mutant 7L8 were
coexpressed with nsp12 in E. coli. After purification on a Strep-Tactin col-
umn, the eluted proteins were analyzed using SDS/PAGE, and the peak in-
tensities corresponding to the 7L8 and nsp12 proteins were quantified.

Polymerase Assays. All radioactive reagents were purchased from Perkin-
Elmer. Polymerase assays were performed in polymerase assay buffer (20 mM
Tris, pH 8; 10 mMKCl; 1 mMDTT; 2 mMMgCl2) with separately purified nsp12
(500 nM), nsp7 (1.5 μM), and nsp8 (1.5 μM) or 500 nM 7L8/12 complex and
250 nM RNA template, unless specified otherwise. Primers (LS2 or LS3) were
radiolabeled at their 5′ ends using [γ-32P]ATP and PNK, and termed LS2* and
LS3*, respectively. LS2* or LS3* were then annealed to the complementary
template LS1 by heating at 70 °C for 10 min and then cooling down to room
temperature (with a primer/template ratio of 1.2:1). Primer extension assays
were always performed with LS2*/LS1 as template, and reactions were star-
ted by adding 500 μM NTP mix. De novo assays, using either 3R or 3RA as
template, were started by adding 500 μM GTP, UTP, CTP, 50 μM ATP, and
0.17 μM [α-32P]ATP (0.5 μCi/μL). After incubation at 30 °C, reactions were
quenched by the addition of an equal volume of loading buffer (form-
amide with 10 mM EDTA). RNA polymerization products of primer extension
assays were analyzed in 20% (wt/vol) polyacrylamide/7 M urea gels, whereas
products from de novo assays were analyzed in 1% agarose-formaldehyde
gels, unless specified otherwise. RNA products were visualized using photo-
stimulated plates and a phosphorimager (Fuji).

EMSAs. Serial dilutions of SARS-CoV proteins in polymerase assay buffer were
preincubated with 100 nM primer*/template (LS2*/LS1) for 30 min at 30 °C.
Unless otherwise stated, 500 μM CTP, UTP, GTP, and 50 μM 3′-dATP were
added to facilitate RNA–enzyme complex formation. The reaction mixture
was incubated for 60 min at 30 °C, and samples were loaded directly onto
6% (vol/vol) acrylamide gels and were run in 0.5× TBE at 100 V for 60 min at
4 °C. Bands were visualized using a phosphorimager (Fuji).

Exonuclease Assay. Nuclease reactions were performed as previously de-
scribed (24) with 500 nM radiolabeled LS3*/LS1 substrate. Primer LS3 has
the same sequence as LS2 with the addition of an adenosine at its 3′ end,
causing an A:A mismatch when annealed with template LS1.

SARS-CoV Reverse Genetics. Vero cells (ATCC; CCL-81) were cultured in Eagle’s
MEM (Lonza) with 8% (vol/vol) FCS (PAA) and antibiotics. BHK-Tet-SARS-N
cells (46) were cultured in the same medium containing 100 μg/mL G418.
Mutations in the SARS-CoV nsp7- or nsp8-coding region were engineered in
prSCV, a pBeloBac11 derivative containing a full-length cDNA copy of the
SARS-CoV Frankfurt-1 sequence (45) as described in ref. 70. Full-length BAC
clones were linearized with NotI, extracted with phenol-chloroform, and
transcribed with T7 RNA Polymerase (mMessage-mMachine T7 kit; Ambion)
using an input of 2 μg of BAC DNA per 20-μL reaction. RNA transcripts were
precipitated with LiCl according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Sub-
sequently, 6 μg of RNA was electroporated into 5 × 106 BHK-Tet-SARS-N cells,
which express the SARS-CoV N protein after induction with 2 μM doxycyclin.

Electroporations were done using the Amaxa Cell Line Nucleofector Kit T and
program T-020 of an Amaxa Nucleofector (Lonza), according to the manu-
facturer’s instructions. BHK-Tet-SARS-N cells were mixed in a 1:1 ratio with
Vero-E6 cells, and seeded on coverslips in six-well clusters for immunofluo-
rescence microscopy analysis and analysis of virus production. Each mutant
was launched twice from two independently generated BAC clones. All work
with live SARS-CoV was performed inside biosafety cabinets in a biosafety
level 3 facility at Leiden University Medical Center.

Sequence Analysis of the SARS-CoV Nsp7-, Nsp8-, and Nsp12-Coding Regions.
Fresh Vero-E6 cells were infected with harvests taken at 42 h p.t. and SARS-
CoV RNA was isolated 18 h p.i. as described above and amplified by RT-PCR
using random hexamers for the RT reaction, and primers 5′-CACCTTA-
CAGTGTATCATGC-3′ and 5′-CTGGAACCACCTTGTAGGTTTG-3′ for PCR amplifi-
cation of the nsp7–8 coding region. The nsp12-coding region was amplified in
two overlapping fragments, by using the following primer sets: 5′-TTGCCTAC-
TATAACAATTCG-3′ together with 5′-CAGAACTTCCTTCCTTAAAGAAACCTT-3′;
5′-GCAGCTTCTGGCAATTTATTGC-3′ together with 5′-GGAATGGTCTCCTAATA-
CAGGC-3′. RT-PCR products were sequenced to verify the presence of the in-
troduced mutations and possible second-site reversions.

Immunofluorescence Microscopy. To monitor the presence and/or progression
of SARS-CoV infection, transfected cells were seeded on coverslips and fixed
at various time points. Immunofluorescence assays were done following a pre-
viously described protocol (71) using a rabbit antiserum against SARS-CoV nsp4
(36) and a mouse monoclonal antibody against the SARS-CoV N protein (72).

Virus Titration. Vero-E6 cells seeded in six-well clusters were infected with
serial 10-fold dilutions in PBS, 0.005% DEAE, and 2% (vol/vol) FCS of
supernatants from transfected cells, incubated for 1 h at 37 °C, after which
the inoculum was replaced by an overlay of 1.2% (wt/vol) Avicel (FMC Bio-
Polymer) in DMEM supplemented with 50 mM Hepes, 2% (vol/vol) FCS, and
incubated at 37 °C. After 3 d, the overlay was removed, and cells were fixed
with 7.4% (vol/vol) formaldehyde in PBS and stained with crystal violet to
visualize plaques. Titers were expressed in plaque-forming units per milliliter.
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